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How To Dry Herbs At Home Is An  Best Seller In It's Niche With over 6000 Downloads To

Date!Have you ever wondered if it was hard to dry herbs in your own kitchen?Maybe you remember

your grandmother hanging herbs around her kitchen and you remember the lovely aroma she

always had in the house, even when she wasn't making dinner. Drying herbs is such an easy task, it

is something we should all be doing. You will get a sense of satisfaction when you harvest your

homegrown herbs from your garden and dry them for long term food storage. When you need some

spice for your recipe, it is exciting to reach into the cupboard and use the seasoning you prepared in

your own kitchen. Your meals will be more enhanced and you will never go back to those boring

store-bought spices again. Drying herbs is easy, but there are some key details you need to know.

There are so many different methods you can use to dry the herbs, you need to know which is best

for you and the herbs you grow. This book will explain the various techniques along with the

different types of herbs and how they should be dried. Not all herbs are created equal and not all

herbs should be dried the same. This book will help you determine the best way to go about it. You

will also learn about shelf lives and storing methods. Each step of the drying process determines

how long and how powerful your herbs will be. Don't take chances by winging it. This book will take

you step by step through the harvesting to the storing of your herbs. You will be a professional by

the time you are done reading this book, which means you have an excellent shot at turning your

dried herbs into a lovely extra income! We could all use that!Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn

In Fully Illustrated Book...What Herb Drying Actually IsThe Benefits Of Herb Drying At HomeThe

Different Methods Of Herb DryingThe Most Common And Easiest Herbs To DryHow To Dry Herbs

At Home With Minimal Fuss Or ExpenseWhat To Do With The Herbs After You Have Dried

ThemMuch,Much MoreReaders say......."I bought this book because I wanted to learn everything

about herbs as spices, herbal teas and how to dry them at home. Some herbs are easier to find and

dry, some are not that easy. I don;t want to use dehydrator or oven, so I opted for air drying. I

bought the book to mainly dry parsley and rosemary for my kitchen and chamomile as a tea.

Definitely Recommended!!"................Cathy "Always hesitant about buying a book without looking at

it. have looked at several on this topic and have been disappointed, not with this one. lots of good

info on all types of drying, problems with each and helps with each type of herb. Feel it was an

excellent purchase for the price"................ AlyK"Drying herbs is easy, but there are some key

details you need to know. There are so many different methods you can use to dry the herbs, you

need to know which is best for you and the herbs you grow. This book will explain the various

techniques along with the different types of herbs and how they should be dried. Not all herbs are



created equal and not all herbs should be dried the same. This book will help you determine the

best way to go about it. Amazing book! Worth the read!"................ Aileen Atrero Get Your Copy

Now!
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I wish I had read this book a few months ago when I was trying to dry all of the herbs from my

garden. Yes, you can probably do it without this book but your success rate will be much higher if

you sit down and read this short book. It list quite a few different ways to dry your plants and

explains which are better for different types of plants.

I dry my own herbs and finding hints a shortcuts allows me more time saves space in my

dehydrator. A great addition to my collection.

This book doesn't fail to deliver on exactly what it tells you how to do. This book hits all of the key

points you are going to need to start drying your own herbs right away. I have grown herbs myself,



but never thought it would be possible to dry them myself! That all changed after reading this book

and putting in to practice the step by step skills I learned here. The best part is that it is all natural

and who knows what are in the herbs I buy at the store! You save money and ensure that you can

control what you are seasoning your food with!

Spot on with the beginning and reminds you of the good old times, or takes you back in your

childhood. Everyone had herbs in the kitchen and every home was similar from that point of view. It

gave the places a specific and refreshing smell, reminiscing of home. It's time to turn the time back,

and this guide helps you exactly with that, listing all the reasons why you should definitely do this.

The different methods ensure that anyone can do it.

This book has it's history and background on drying herbs. There are also tips and tricks on how to

do it at home, and the best part is there are pictures inside of the dried herbs.

What an informative this book I had read! This book is complete and truly educational. I am

interested in preparing and understanding more about drying herbs that is why I am very glad I

downloaded this book. It even teaches about how to pick the right kind of herbs per usage and how

to work with them. I surely recommend this to everyone! It's worth the read!

You can find complete instructions in easy steps in this book. You don't need any special

equipment. After reading this, I learned about shelf lives and storing methods. Each step of the

drying process determines how long and how powerful herbs will be. This book will take you step by

step through the harvesting to the storing of your herbs. Short but filled with good information.

Definitely a good read!

Drying of the herbs for different purposes, like Local medicine purposes and this book is taking you

through the steps especially when you have a garden or herbs and you are finding issues with

conserving them for the future use. This will help you save a lot since the already prepared herbal

medicine is very expensive.
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